
Say each word in the box. Circle the (-) and look 
at the other letters carefully. 

prefix    relax    relaxation    tax    taxation    explain 
explanation    extreme    excuse    expand    lax                   

saxophone    sixty    tuxedo    X-ray    excite   exhale 
ex-president    complex       reflex 

Use your dictionary to write a definition of 
the prefix ex-. Then write the words that 

contain this prefix. 

ex- _____________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________ 

The suffix –ation means "the act or process". Add             
–ation to the words below and write a definition of 

the word without looking it up. 

tax + ation =     __________ ________________________ 
relax+ation=     __________ ________________________ 
explain+ation= __________ ________________________ 
How did the spelling of explain change?__________ 
Write a word from the box that begins with a                    
capital letter.       ________________ 
Write two  words from the box that contain a 
hyphen. ________________ _______________ 



Add  –ation to the words below and write a                      
definition of the word without looking it up. 

tax + ation =     taxation 
relax+ation=     relaxation 
explain+ation= explanation 
How did the spelling of explain change? dropped i 
Write a word from the box that begins with a                    
capital letter.       X-ray       
Write two words from the box that contain a 
hyphen.   ex-president, X-ray 



prefix    relax    relaxation    tax    taxation    explain 
explanation    extreme    excuse    expand    lax                   

saxophone    sixty    tuxedo    X-ray    excite   exhale 
ex-president      complex       reflex 

Use a word from the box in each blank.                          
You might change an ending. 

1. There is a hyphenated_______________in the 

word_____________. 

2. Can you _____________your 

____________behavior lately? 

3. Mr. Johnson___________Allison from history class, 

because she was sick. 

4. The________________showed an  

 _____________ bad broken bone in her knee. 

5. There are_____________minutes in an hour. 

6. ____________and inhaling are natural___________ 

      of the body. 

7. Can you answer this___________ math problem?  

       



Use a word from the box in each blank.                          
You might change an ending. 

1. prefix  ex-President 
2. explain lax 
3. excused 
4. X-ray  extremely 
5. sixty 
6. exhaling reflexes 
7. complex 



Two of the words in the box have interesting                  
histories. How did we get the words tuxedo and  

saxophone.                                                 
Explore your dictionary for the answers. 

tuxedo__________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________ 
saxophone______________________________________ 
_________________________________________________ 


